Acridone Derivate Simultaneously Featuring Multiple Functions and Its Applications.
Compared with plenty of single-functional molecules, multifunctional molecules are scarce and have high demand in further research. In this work, a multifunctional molecule called 10-methyl-2-amino-acridone (MAA) is presented. Interestingly, MAA simultaneously features electrochemistry, two-photon fluorescence, visible-light-induced oxidase mimic, and photoelectrochemistry (PEC) activity, and the related properties are studied in detailed. Multiple functions integrated into one molecule allow MAA to become a versatile signal probe. Therefore, the MAA acted as an electrochemical indicator to detect exosomal total protein with high sensitivity at first. In addition, MAA is used for one- or two-photon fluorescence imaging in vitro and in vivo, including cells, three-dimensional (3D) tumor spheroids, zebrafish, and exosomes. The results suggest that MAA not only possesses favorable photostability, but it is also suitable for imaging in deep tissue. Furthermore, the visible-light-induced oxidase mimic and photoelectrochemical activities of MAA are selectively inhibited by Cu2+, and the relevant mechanism is carefully analyzed. On the basis of this phenomenon, we develop a dual-modal detection strategy for detection of Cu2+ in river water. Compared with a single signal readout model, this strategy is able to avoid false positive and negative detection through two series of data mutually validating each other. Therefore, our study shows that the "multiple-in-one" MAA provides a blueprint for the investigation and application of a multifunctional organic molecule.